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‘Work Smart’
Being busy doesn’t necessarily mean being productive.

"The best way to predict your future is to create it."
Unknown

AS Unit 1: Portfolio of Creative Skills - Unit code 6RM01
60% AS
Content summary:
In this unit students are given the opportunity to develop their creative, technical and
practical skills through a series of product investigation, design and manufacturing
activities.
Students will produce one portfolio with three distinct sections which will demonstrate
their creativity and flair when investigating, designing and making product(s). Ideally
different products should be chosen for the three distinct sections as students are not
being asked to carry out one large design and make exercise but three smaller and more
focused tasks which build up to provide a detailed portfolio of their skills.
This unit has been designed to be as flexible as possible, offering students a wide
range of valid approaches in producing their portfolio of creative skills. Students are
encouraged to be as creative as possible and there are no barriers to choices of product
investigation, product design or product manufacture, as long as the work submitted by
students targets assessment criteria effectively and at the correct level of response for
their abilities.
Assessment:
This unit is internally set and marked by the centre and externally moderated by
Edexcel.
The student will produce one portfolio that contains evidence for all three distinct
sections. It is important that all stages of the manufacturing process are photographed in
order to evidence that the product is complete, expertly made, well finished etc.

AS Unit 2: Design and Technology in Practice - Unit code 6RM02
40% AS
Content summary:
In this unit students will develop a knowledge and understanding of a wide range of
materials and processes used in the field of design and technology.
It is important for students, as designers, to learn about materials and processes so
that they can develop a greater understanding of how products can be designed and
manufactured.
Students will also learn about industrial and commercial practices, and the importance of
quality checks and the health and safety issues that have to be considered at all times.
The knowledge and understanding students develop in this unit can be easily applied to Unit
1: Portfolio of Creative Skills.
Assessment:1 hour 30 minute examination set and marked by Edexcel. The paper will be a
question and answer booklet, consisting of short-answer and extended-writing type
questions, all of which are compulsory.

Guidance for content of Portfolio of Creative Skills
Route to web resources
Edexcel.com

Product investigation

Qualifications
GCE 2008
D&T Product Design
Exemplar materials
RM01-1, 2 and 3



Comparison of two products using the list in assessment booklet (form,
function, performance etc)



Suggest different materials and components, (clips and glue instead of

screws to join case, etc) for main product (not both), say how these would
perform or affect the quality of the product.


Evaluate the materials, processes and components (batteries, etc) that
have been used for the main product.



Say how the materials etc used in the product impacts on the
environment, (for example, ABS plastic, uses fossil fuel in manufacture ,

processing is high energy use , can be fully recycled if labelled, product
has rechargeable battery).


Do the same as the above 3 bullets for manufacturing, except only ONE
alternative method of production, (vacuum forming or die casting instead

of injection moulding for example).


Quality checks for product/relevant standards.
For and electrical product look at BEAB. Mention BSI/CE/ISO but relate
it to the product, quality assurance (QA), processes like injection
moulding assure quality because they guarantee accuracy, monitoring of
raw material quality, testing for dimensional accuracy by gauges, lasers,
performance testing. Important that all is related to the product, i.e. put
product name in the text and highlight?

Edexcel.com

Product Design

Qualifications
GCE 2008
D&T Product Design
Exemplar materials
GR01-1, 2 and 3



List design criteria that the ideas will be judged against. These are like a
mini specification.



Several, (3 or 4?), ideas all suitable, not using the same materials and
processes in each. These pages should show you know about the
materials and processes used. Clipped images with captions you have
written are fine around your drawings.



Final design is significantly different and improved. Changes to shape,
colour, materials, moving parts and improved sustainability are examples.



All details of product should be given. Sizes, joining, etc.



You need to model to test design. Either solid model or CAD. Photos of
the modelling with captions are needed, Comment on how the modelling
helped.



Evaluate the final design against the criteria you wrote at the beginning,
and justify why you chose to design it the way you did.



You need a final design drawing which shows all dimensions, materials,
processes. An orthographic projection, either hand drawn or CAD is best.

Edexcel.com
Qualifications

Product manufacture

GCE 2008
D&T Product Design
Exemplar materials
RM01-1, 2 and 3



Design criteria used at the end to test the drawing board. E.g. tolerance,
adjustable, portable, suitable for quality drawing, etc.



A production plan, (flow chart), all stages in a logical order.
Each part should be a separate column, joining when the parts are put
together.



Include QC points, for example, ”MIG weld using jig to ensure squareness
of frame”, “use CNC lathe to manufacture spacer to guarantee repeat
accuracy”.



A GANNT chart with deadlines, based on 25 hours



Mention how drawing board would be made in volume, e.g. pulleys CNC
manufactured, ruler could be formed in thermoplastic, board surface
faced with plastic laminate, (melamine?), frame bent using powered jig to
reduce number of welds, etc.



Photographic evidence of your project developing and you using the
equipment, be sure captions correctly name machines, processes and
materials.



Risk assessment page with 3 or 4 main areas covered.



Testing of drawing board with photos. Record feedback from others. The
tests need to be measureable, for example board surface must be
accurate to within +/- 2mm, pulleys thickness to 0.5mm, must not leave
marks on drawing paper, etc.

How you portfolio will be assessed-

Product investigation

Product design

Product manufacture

Content of examination unit

